A better-informed team is simply a better team.

Samsung and Beekeeper join forces to make it easy to communicate with not only office workers, but also frontline team members. With Beekeeper’s easy-to-use mobile communication platform loaded onto advanced Galaxy Note10 smartphones and rugged Samsung Galaxy Tab Active2 tablets, you can connect with everyone across all shifts, in any location, and in multiple languages. It’s a solution that increases productivity, reduces miscommunication, streamlines operations, boosts engagement and lowers turnover. With Samsung and Beekeeper, your team will be second to none.

**Beekeeper Solution**

The Beekeeper team communication platform empowers employee connection, facilitates workplace engagement, and increases productivity through unified communications. Beekeeper streamlines operations and enables mobile collaboration with HR tools such as secure messaging and shift management.

**Samsung Galaxy Note10**

The Samsung Galaxy Note10 puts the power of productivity, performance, speed and security in your hands. It’s a smartphone built for the new way business is done.

**Samsung Galaxy Tab Active2**

The Samsung Galaxy Tab Active2 is an 8-inch rugged Android tablet built to withstand harsh conditions. It’s equipped with the latest digital workflow tools to maximize your business efficiency.

Contact Us: samsung.com/b2btablets
Beekeeper and Samsung provide the ultimate internal communication solution for manufacturing.

One Employee App for Your Workforce
Simplify operations by integrating existing enterprise systems in one intuitive employee app interface. Connect 750+ cloud applications with the plug-and-play connectors found in the Beekeeper Marketplace.

Engage Your Entire Workforce
Boost productivity and streamline internal communications with one-to-one and group messaging for everyone. Get faster responses, share files, and automate HR processes such as onboarding.

Increase Employee Productivity, Reduce Workforce Costs
Link to your HRM systems or Active Directory to store employee data in one place. Manage secure single sign-on, user synchronization, payroll, shift swapping, and every stage of the employee life cycle.

Drive Employee Engagement and Build a Strong Workforce Culture
Create a sense of belonging by sharing experiences and interacting across different shifts, departments, or locations using team-dedicated communication streams. Inspire teams through company-wide employee recognition and celebrate successes together to create a culture of transparency and collaboration. And employee surveys let you gather critical feedback in minutes, to elevate employee satisfaction and reduce turnover.

Your Fully Customizable and Branded Workforce App
Beekeeper’s open API gives IT teams the ability to create custom connectors and integrations. Your branded app will be a seamless communications tool that will significantly contribute to a strong team.

Samsung DeX for PC
Simply connect the Galaxy Note10 to your Macbook or a Windows 10 laptop with a USB-C cable to launch Samsung DeX for PC. You can easily access, update or share files on your Galaxy Note10 while also accessing all your apps, and using your phone to make calls or text.

MIL-STD-810G and IP68-Certified
The Galaxy Tab Active2 has passed military specification MIL-STD-810G. It’s also IP68-certified against water and dust.

S Pens for Simpler Working
The Galaxy Note10 features a gesture-sensitive S Pen that lets you mark up documents, edit presentations and advance document pages with a flick of the S Pen. The Galaxy Tab Active2 features an IP68-Certified S Pen that allows you to write even in the pouring rain, or while wearing gloves.

AR-Ready
The Tab Active2 features Augmented Reality tracking tools, including an accelerometer, gyroscope, GPS and geomagnetic sensor. Third-party software lets you deploy your team for easier in-field asset management and quicker inspections.

High-Resolution Cameras
The Galaxy Note10 features a 123˚ field of view and low-light capabilities. The Galaxy Tab Active2 features an 8MP AF back camera and 5MP front camera so workers can record high-resolution video and scan barcodes.

Secure and Customizable with Samsung Knox
Samsung’s defense-grade security protects sensitive data from the moment the device is powered on. With Knox Configure, devices and apps can be customized exactly how your business needs them.
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1Samsung DeX requires a compatible operating system and USB cable. See samsungdex.com for operating system and cable compatibility. This device passed military specification (MIL-STD-810G) testing against a subset of 21 specific environmental conditions, including temperature, dust, shock/ vibration, and low pressure/high altitude. Device may not perform as shown in all extreme conditions. See user manual. Water-resistant in up to 5 feet of water for up to 30 minutes. Knox Configure may come with an additional licensing fee.